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Can you afford to have your car stolen?
✓ Can you afford a new car?

✓ Will your insurance pay for a rental car?
✓ Can you rely on public transportation to get to work, school,
social events?
✓ Do you like asking others for a ride?
✓ Can you afford the time to talk to the police, haggle with your insurance
company, and shop for a new car?
The time it would take you to be careful greatly outweighs what it would cost
you if your car were stolen.

Lock your car and pocket the key- even ifyou'll be gone only a few minutes.
A message from
the National Crime Prevention Council
in partnership with ADT.
Provided by:

Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida's Safety and
Security Department

© 1986 National Crime Prevention Council. Permission granted to reproduce for educational purposes, not for sale.

As the 1992 United Way fundr
record-setting close, we take another look at why
It's Good To Have The Blues Behind United Way
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1992 United Way fundraising campaign is a rousing success as employees
rally to the cause•••
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On the cover:The 1992 United Way fundraising campaign has been the
company's most successful ever.Turn to page 4 for a look behind the scenes at
the people who made it possible. Cover art by Roger Morton, Creative
Services.

Profile is published by the Public
Relations Department for the
employees and retirees of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
and their families.
All rights are reserved. This
magazine or parts thereof may
not be reproduced in any form
without permission. Copyright
1991. Articles and photographs
may be submitted for consider
ation. Please send to: Profile, c/o
Public Relations, Riverside Home
Office Complex, 3C. For
information, call (904) 791-6329.
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award for best magazine • Best
Public Relations Printed Material,
Florida Public Relations Associa
tion • Award of Distinction,
magazine category, FPRA (state
level)

POSTSCRIPT

Motivation
Lamentation

By Rejeanne Davis Ashley

In the cramp of time between
corporate planning andThe

Holidays (which arguably begin as
early as Labor Day), it seems only

fair that the work load should ease.
But who said life is fair?
To add to our woes, the weather
has changed.The nights are cool

and long; the days are sunny and
splendid.There are festivals and

football games, parties and picnics,
all kinds of wonderful activities
begging for our attention.
Couldn't we take work outside?

I'm waiting for the day our bosses
tap into their latent teacher genes

and proclaim that it is simply too
beautiful outdoors for us to be
indoors.
In fact, I've suggested this

several times, but to my amaze
ment, no one seems willing to go
out on this kind of nature-loving
limb.

Apparently, fun is meant to stop
just when we are old enough to
truly appreciate it.
Hmmm.

When was this decision made?
Do we now have the opportunity to

revisit it?

As our company moves toward

more participative decision making

and problem solving, it might

behoove us to enhance our capacity
for fun as well.
Of course I do not mean play,
exactly, just making work more fun

- a kind of Seven-Dwarfian
approach.
A whistle-while-you-work
mentality makes a tremendous

difference. Not only does it make
you feel better, it also offers you a

feeling of control. If you are faced
with situations that promise to be
Character Building Experiences,
isn't it great to be able to say you
survived them with a smile?
(I'm trying to convince myself as

much as anyone else.)
In the weeks ahead, we all have

so much to accomplish, with the

added element of preparing for
fabulous festivities with our
families.
Perhaps what we need, more

than a quick fix of fresh air and
sunshine, is a measure of motiva

tion as big as the World Series, as
sizable as a Lotto jackpot, as

significant as the season that fast

approaches.
We can do it! We can finish all
our tasks, calm every crisis, over
come every obstacle!
We are wonderful and wise and
completely energized!
Whew.

I feel better now.
Back to work.
With a smile.

■
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DREAMS COME TRl

December 13,
7:30 p.m.
December 14,
2 p.m. & 7:30 p.r
Civic Auditoriur
Little Theatre
Price of admissic
is one toy per tick
Help make a chil(
Christmas drean
come true!
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VARIETY SHO

1bers of the Governor's Health
·Work Group
h A. Affronti, self-employed,

pie Terrace
-ia T. Bean, Senior As.5istant
1ty Administrator, Tampa
Blakeley, president,
1 Resources Corporation, Ocoee
ge L. Campbell, vice president,
:la Power Corporation,
etersburg
.eigluan E. Cluff, VA distinguished
cian and UF health policy advisor,
.esville
tS A. del Portal, supervisor of
oyee benefits, UfC/Pratt &
ney, Palm Beach Gardens
!m E. Flaherty, president and CEO,
SF, Jacksonville
H. French, attorney, Haben,
epper, Dunbar & French,
hassee

, B. Hall, retired, Tampa
!d F. Lipton, attorney, executive
tor ofJohnnie Ruth Clarke Health
er, North Redington Beach
wll litvak, retired, Coral Gables
�eier, director of employee
its, The Racal Corporation,
se

:mH. Mauk, chief executive,
nediate Group, John Alden
nsurance, Miami
es B. McIntosh, M.D.,
:e practice, Jacksonville
rd C. Peddie, president & CEO,
1 Fe HealthCare, Inc., Gainesville
: V. Sacco, CEO, South Broward
ital District, Holl ywood
ilors, president & CEO,
la Health Access OJrporation,
ha&5ee
naD. Shedraff, retired,
Raton
Thamberry, senior vice president,
la Title Industries, Lakeland
Trice, president & CEO, Miami
:t E. Windom, M.D., health care
leant, Sarasota

continued fram page 3
So while we need to do all we
can to influence activities at a
national level, we see the most
value in concentrating our energies
at the state level. This means
getting involved with the
Governor's Health Care Work
Group, working to inform legisla
tors about the issues that affect
their constituents, continuing to
promote the value of a managed
care approach to controlling costs,
and so on.
What does public policy mean for

employees?

At some level, public policy issues
affect each employee.
Because the issues of cost, access
and quality are such an integral part
of our business, anything that
affects these has a significant
impact on our business. Employees
need to be aware of the significance
of the issues, and what could
happen with adverse legislation or
with a move toward more govern
ment intervention.
On a personal level, employees
-- by their own behavior and
lifestyle choices., have an impact.
When they adopt healthier
lifestyles, quit smoking, control
their alcohol consumption, eat a
low-fat, low-cholesterol diet,
exercise and select a managed care
program for their health care needs,
they are, in effect, working to
control health care costs.
Managed care programs such as
our health maintenance organiza
tion and our preferred provider
organization have been proven to

�

lower costs through negotiated
provider arrangements and utiliza
tion controls.
Employees also can serve as
advocates for wellnes� and managed
care by being informed consumers
and helping their friends and family
understand how their lifestyles
affect the cost and use of medical
services.
What should BCBSF employees
expect from the Public Policy
Steering Committee?

Four things. Our most immediate
need is to support Mr. Flaherty and
his involvement on the Governor's
Health Care Work Group. We
have an opportunity to influence
the Work Group's recommendation
to the governor, which is due in
January, 1992.
Secondly, we will develop sound
public policy proposals that can
influence legislators during the
upcoming legislative session.
Employees also can expect from
us communications that will help
them understand the company's
public policy positions so they can
use this information in their
corporate planning and discuss the
issues intelligently with friends,
family and neighbors.
Finally, we expect to be prepared
to explain our positions to inter
ested groups: legislators, regulators,
providers and the general public.
All this information should be
shared with the organization early
next year.■

FROM THE TOP

Defining
Public Policy
Editor's Note: BCBSF's focus on

public policy issues has intensified in
the last few months. New members
have been aaded to the company's
Public Policy Steering Committee and
their meeting schedule has been stepped
up to allow them time to develop and
update public policy positions. Their
work will be instrumental in guiding
the company through planning for the
What are some of the most
pressing Public Policy issues?

The most significant concerns are
about cost, access to and quality of
health care. As health care costs
continue to rise, more people are
unable to afford insurance or
medical care itself.

future, but more immediately, they'll
be offering support w BCBSF
President William E. Flaherty, who
was asked lry Governor Lawton Chiles
to serve on the governor's Health Care
Work Group. This 21-member group
of influential leaders from around the
state is charged with studying and
shaping the future of he.alth care in
Florida.
To understand the significance of
the issues that face the state, the
industry and our company, we talked
to Dave Llewellyn, Public PoUcy
Issues director for BCBSF.
Recognizing the severity of the
problem, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida is working to
update and, in some cases, develop
public policy positions that are
good for the people of Florida, and
that are consistent with the
company's goals and objectives.

Members of the BCBSF Public Policy Steering Committee
Tom Albright, senior VP and Chief Marketing Executive
Ernie Brodsky, VP, Product Management
Bruce Davidson, VP, Government Programs, committee chair
Carl Demery, VP, Financial Planning & Performance Reporting
Mike Hightower, VP, Government & Legislative Relations
Paul Jennings, VP, Direct Markets
Catherine Kelly, director, Public Relations
Dave Llewellyn, director, Public Policy Issues
Ken Otis, executive VP, Marketing & Health Care Services
Tom Stanley, VP, Cost Containment
Key contributors to Public Policy position development:
Carl Homer, Professional Health Care programs
Randy Kammer, Assistant General Counsel
Steven Smith, Government & Legislative Relations

The people who are most
involved in developing these public
policy positions are the members of
the Public Policy Steering Commit
tee.
The last time the company
updated its public policy positions
was in 1984. At that time, we
established our focus on competi
tive versus regulatory approaches to
health care, and affirmed our course
as a managed care company.
Obviously, the health care
environment has changed since
then, and the company has under
gone changes as well, but our focus
is still on the value of a competitive
approach and the value of managed
care approaches to controlling
health care costs.
As a leader in the health care
industry, we have the experience
and the responsibility to work
toward solutions to the problems of
access to and quality of health care.
Are we doing any work at the

national level?
Yes, but the focus is at the state
level, because it's more likely that
health care reform will happen at
the state level than at the national
level - mostly for funding reasons.
There really isn't the budget for
funding the dramatic changes
required to move to a national
health insurance system, such as the
one that now operates in Canada.
continued on page 18
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helps, they give generously," says

Karen Morris, Employee Relations,

who coordinated the United Way
campaign and organized the 63

rallies held around the state.

"We also tried to make the

rallies more fun - I think that
Employees exceed United Way
fundraising campaign goals

Employee pledge cards still are

being collected and pledges still are

tion of overwhelming need, says

helped. We really wanted to thank

message, they understood the need,

attention, and we wanted them to

Dunn. "Once people heard the

and saw how United Way has been

able co help those who need it

being tallied, but early numbers

most."

campaign is the company's most

56 member agencies located in

indicate chat the 1992 United Way

employees for their time and

know just how much we appreciate

their donation. We're very proud of

what we've been able to accom

United Way provides funding co

this year," says campaign chairman

Brothers/Big Sisters, Boys and Girls

also has been a big boost for us,"

Centers, Learn To Read and

vice presidents were asked to be

few of the agencies that depend on

training luncheon and visited some

little more than halfway through

the campaign.

"When all is said and done, we

expect to raise approximately

$400,000 in employee contribu
tions.

"We also had goals for increased

employee participation and

"Visible management support

Clubs, Episcopal Child Day Care
Volunteer Jacksonville are just a
United Way funding.

"When employees realize how

effectively their donations are used,

and how much their contribution

Renshaw, Dental Analyst, FC2...

HOC... Kathleen). O'Brien,

Operation Analyst II, JMA...

David E. Rice, Systems Analyst I,
Seako Conv&Dvlp, HTF ...
Mario E. Roiz, MIA. .. Lori E. Sau
Control Clerk A, HOC ...
Claire B, Schuster,
Training & Developm<
Specialist, HOC...

Lucretia E. Smart, Clai
Data Entry Clerk, FC2
Rosie M. Sparks, Cus
tomer Service Rep B,

FCl... John M. Stevens,

Rep Trainee, FCL.

Control Clerk A,

Specialist, HOC... Frederika

Marcella M. Sherrer,
HOC... Alicia Sierra
Reyes, Auditor II, JPO.

tion Analyst II, JMA...

team captains. They attended the

Customer Service Rep

FC2... Thomas W. Stumfe

Safety & Security Train

FC2... Regina A. Lesesne,

HOC... Major G. Sublett

Safety & Security Traine

HOC... Kiser C. Lewis,

Supervisor Med B

HOC... Winona S. Suttles

HOC... Tiffany L.

Data Entry Operator, FC

Way funds. Their participation

Claims Processing,

Employee response was dramatic."

Lowery, Claims

Donna]. Valiante, Secret:
A, FCl... KathrynL. Vina

FC2... Patricia B.

Sharon L. Walaeck, Secre

made a tremendous difference.

"We've exceeded all our goals,"

says Dunn.

Of employees who attended the

rallies, 86 percent made pledges of

financial support. The average gift

per employee increased from $48 to

McQueen, Section Leader
VII, HOC... Susan]. Miller, Sr

Stephanie T. Palmer, Claims
Examiner B, JMA... Shery l L.

Montgomery, Customer Service Rep

FCl... Tonya M. Pauly, Customer

Trainee, HOC... Rachel A. Wood

Safety & Security Trainee, HOC...

Pierce, Claims Service Rep Trainee,
FEP Claims, FCl... Rafael Pillot,

Wasihun T. Wubie, Research Cle
B, FCl.

What made this campaign so

B, FC2... Charles B. Moore]r.,

A well-coordinated campaign,

Linda L. Morgan, Claims Service

successful?

Tom Dunn shows "what's behind box number 1."

tary A, HOC...

Tasha L. Watson, Clain
Data Entry Clerk, FC
Cynthia S. Williams,
Customer Service Rep B,
FCl... Juanita S. Williams, Claim:
Data Entry Clerk, FC2,

Systems Analyst, HOC... Donna H.

more than $100.

Claims Examiner B, JMJ

Data Entry Clerk,

Luckie, Medical
Underwriter I, FC2...
Naomi L. Maness,
Operation Analyst II,
]MA... Patricia A.

employee.

CI::>

Newsom, Claims Examiner B,
]MA... Glenda M. Nichols,
Commercial Travel Coordinator,

Operator, HOC... Charles B.

A. Kohmescher, Opera

says Dunn. "This year, all divisional

increased levels of giving per

an effective message, and a recogni-

James J. Plude, Employee Relatio1

Associate, FCl... Joseph

Kimberly A. Lawhorn,
Claims Data Entry Clerk,

of the agencies supported by United

Jackie E. Morris, Image Entry

Statistical Research

TMP...Carole K.
Lampke, Claims Service

really made a difference. I think it's

Jacksonville, and hundreds of

Tom Dunn. "We met that goal a

Jeannette T. Jenkins, Secretary A,
HOC... Gloria]. Jones, Claims
Service Rep Trainee,
FCI,John F. Kall,

Richard J. Kolaska,
Accounting Analyst B,

successful ever.

others around the state. Big

]MA... Latasha T. Hughes, Claims
Data Entry Clerk, FC2...
Debbie B. Huie, Project Specialist
ER & Employment, HOC...

plish. By working together, we
just great!"

"Our goal was to raise $300,000

Hudgins, Operations Analyse II,

Rep Trainee, FC2...

Parker, Customer Service Rep B,

Service Rep B, FCl... Catherine M.

Customer Service Rep B, FCl...

CIC:>

Phillip M. Wilson, Safety & Secw

Control Clerk A, HOC...

■

: Cross and Blue Shield of
ida's Corporate Objectives
,e are the company's
egic objectives for 1991.
.s and initiatives undern this year should be in
ort of one or more of these
ctives:
!llent Service
wi 11 provide to our
)mers predictable, under
:lable, hassle-free service
is consistent with their
ctations at purchase and
minimizes the need for
)mer involvement with
1ent to providers.
1ncial Strength
will maintain Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Florida as a
1cially strong and competi
organization.
ket Share
Nill attain dominant
Lte market share consistent
financial soundness,
·ery of superior service and
>verall provider strength.
onal Association
Nill support a strong,
tive national organization
:ms.
mizational Effectiveness
,11ill develop and maintain
tective, highly motivated
Jroductive organization.
ider Relationships
vill create sustainable
Jetiti ve advantage through
tive business relationships
providers.
ic Understanding
vill gain public and
mmental understanding,
Jtance and support of
)rate policies, programs
1ctions.

New
Employees
We welcome the following new

employees - hired through
September 1 5 and noted by their

job title and location - to Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida:

Kelly F. Alfaron, Customer Service
Rep B., FCl... Cyrenthia P. Ander
son, Claims Data Entry Clerk, FC2 ...

Kendall A, Armstrong, Customer
Service Rep B, FCl... Bonnie I . Bass,
Secretary A, HOC. . . Kailnh D.

Bates, Internal Auditor I EDP,
HOC. . . Anthony J. Berrios, Safety &

Security Trainee, HOC... Barbara
W. Blackshear, Claims Data Entry

Clerk, FC2... Teresia C. Bloodworth,

Claims Service Rep Trainee, FC2...

Jennifer M. Boone, Operation

Analyst II, JMA. .. Joni A. Boren,

Customer Service Rep B, FCl...

Paul T. Bourg, Claims Examiner B,
JMA... Christine L. Bowen, Image
Entry Operator, HOC ... Fannie Y.
Bowers-Hay, ACS Claims Service
Coordinator, GIL... Phyllis R.

Bradley, Safety & Security Trainee,
HOC. .. Marilyn K. Burron, Provider
Education Specialist, JMA... Melissa
]. Cain, Internal Auditor II EDP,
HOC ... Wanda L. Campbell, Claims

Service Rep Trainee, FC2... Timothy

F. Canavan, Shipping Clerk A,

HOC... Deanna L. Carey, Supervi

sor Medicare A. Claims, JMA . . .

Karen J . Chamblee, Secretary A,
HOC. .. Melisa A. Clark, Group
Accounting Specialist, FC2... Mark

CID

E. Collins, FIL .. Midge L. Colombo,
PBO Training & Development

Specialist, FC2... Theresa L. Combs,

Customer Service Rep B, GNV ...

Carol C. Cox, Public Relations
Technician, HOC ... George C.

Cross, III, Regional Team Facilita
tor, FCl... Shervonne L. Cross,

Claims Examiner B, JMA . . . Danese
L. Dan, Claims Service Rep

Trainee, FCl. .. Charles E. Debaecke,

Many vice presidents attended

their division's rally and some

shared personal stories about the
difference United Way made in
their own lives.

When Larry Payne's employees

attended their rally at Freedom

Commerce Centre, he told them he

and his brothers and sisters had

been helped by United Way many

Safety & Security Trainee, HOC.. .

years before. He told employees:

Operator, HOC . .. Emily J. Edwards,

and give with your heart. Remem

Victor L. Ephrem, Business Analyst,

there are people in need."

Shelia D . Duke, Image Entry

Safety & Security Trainee, HOC. ..

HOC... Tammy M. Erwin, Image

Entry Operator, HOC ... Louis R .

''Think about what you can give,

ber that evef'y\vhere around you

Don Van Dyke, Direct Market

Operations, and Mike Johnson,

Exline, Operation Analyst II,
]MA . . . James M. Felton, Customer

their employees at the rallies.

Felton, Customer Service Rep B,

Charlie Richards, Finance, Steve

Service Rep B. FCl... Kaos E.

FCl... Catherine S. Finnent, Quality

Assurance Analyst, JMA. .. Shanda

M. Ford, Image Entry Operator,

Human Resources, also spoke to
W. Charles Scott, Medicare;

Davis, Corporate Project Develop

ment; Dave Dingfield, Information

Of employees who attended the rallies, 86 percent made donations.

"Once people heard the mes
sage, they understood the need,
and saw how United Way has been
able to help those who need ii
most." - Tom Dunn,
campaign chairman

Systems & Operations; Bob

Lufrano, Medical Affairs, and Judy

Discenza, Actuarial & Underwrit

ing, attended the rallies with their

employees.

Walter Liptak, vice president of the

Life Company Operations and president
of Florida Combined Life, went one step

HOC. .. Elizabeth A. Furry, Field

further - he donned an apron and

Service Representative, PEN ...

whipped up omelettes for his employees

Ryan]. Glass, Claims Data Entry
Clerk, FC2... Marlene R. Greaux,
Safety & Security Trainee, HOC. ..
Patrice]. Gutentag, Health Industry
Analyst, UBM ... Joesph J. G!ithart,

support," says Morris.

GIL... Rita M. Hazlip, Claims

fact that participation in the Keel

as they attended a breakfast rally held at
the FCL offices.

"Now that's visible management

Senior Market Research Analyst,

Another measure of support is the

Examiner B, JMA. . . Teres A.

Club more than doubled this year.

Helms, Customer Service Rep B,
FC2... Ivonne Hernandez, Secretary
A, FCL... Linda N. Hilton, UR/

Management employees at BCBSF

are invited to join the Keel Club and

are asked to make donations com

Provider Relations Coordinator

mensurate with their salaries. This

HMO, TAM ... Timothy L.

Hol.derman, Safety & Security
Trainee, HOC.. . Roberta W.

year, thirty employees made contri

butions of $1,000 or more.

Sixty-three rallies were held around the state to raise funds for United Way.

�
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EMPLOYEES ONLY

Heart to
Heart
About 700 BCBSF employ,
ees are participating in the
National Heart Attack Risk
Study, a five,year study being

conducted in 32 cities across the
country. The national coordinator is

study screens participants for five
cardiac risk factors - blcxxl

cholesterol, blood sugar, weight,
blood pressure and smoking.

Study participants will be
screened every six months through

Dr. William Roberts, editor of the
American]oumal of Cardiology. The

REDUCE YOUR R ISK OF H EART ATTACK

Even if you're not participating in the National
Heart Attack Risk Study, here are five risk
factors you can do something about to reduce
your risk of a heart attack:
Cholesterol
A blood cholesterol level of 200 or less is
conside red desirable for American adults. If
you rs is higher than that , your risk of heart
attack increases significantly. Lifestyle changes
- such as lowering the amount of cho lesterol
and saturated fats in your diet - can reduce
your risk of heart disease.
Blood Pressure
More than 60 million Americans have high blood
pressure ( 1 40/90 or higher) and are considered
hypertensive. Age, alcohol, oral contraceptives
and kidney disease are among the factors
associated with hypertension. Dietary changes
- especially reducing you r intake of salt - can
help bri ng high blood pressure under control.
Diabetes
When there is an abnormally high level of sugar
(glucose) in the blood , the conditio n is known as
diabetes mellitus. The most common types of
diabetes - adult onset - may speed the rate at
which plaques are deposited on artery walls,

September 1995.
Employee Health Services will be
given group totals and will use the
information to develop employee
benefits and wellness activities. ■

thus i ncreasing the risk of heart attack. Because
most people with adult onset diabetes are
overweight, losing weight often means far
greater control of the disease or possibly a cure
for the problem.
Weight
When a person is 30 percent or more over ideal
weight standards , he or she is conside red by
medical professionals to be obese. Being
overweight can increase your risk of heart attack
in several ways, including raising your blood
pressure and cholesterol levels. D iabetes, joi nt
disease , even gallstones are associated with
being overweight. While the well-known recom
mendation of fewer calories and more exercise
is usually the answer, it's a hard prescription for
most Americans to follow.
Smoking
If you smoke, you face a risk of heart attack
double that of a nonsmoker. Your risk of a fatal
heart attack may be four times that of a non
smoker. That's the bad news.
The good news is that
regardless of how long you've
smoked, your risk of heart
disease declines rapidly from
the day you stop.

�

Customer Service Rep B, FCl...
Patricia E. Jarrett, Public Affairs
Specialist I, HOC ... Valencia R .
Johnson, Customer Service Repre,
sentative C, HOC ... Nature N.
Johnston, Project Consultant C,
HOC ... Margaret S. Kelly, Claims
Examiner B, HOC ... Maria. E. Kelly,
Medicare Hearing Officer I, HOC. . .
Vicky L. Littles, Customer Service
Rep B, FCL. James W. Luke,
Claims Examiner B, HOC ... Wayne
D. Martin, Auditor IV, TMP ...
Anna E. Martinez, Secretary B,
FC L.Alex E. Manolis, Program
Operations Development Analyst,
HOC ... Randy D. Nelson, Claims
Examiner B, HOC ... Nina M.
Norman, Correspondence Analyst,
HOC. .. Walter M. Perry, Other
Carrier Liability Analyst, FCl.. .
Jean F . Renazile, Field Financial
Analyst, HOC, MIA. . . Carol M.
Royall, Secretary B, FCl... Kimberly
A. Rutledge, Supv., Provider Cus,
comer Service, HOC ... H�J.
Six III, Claims Service Rep III, FCl...
Rosanne M. Small, Group Account,
ing Specialist, JXM ... Rosario
Somodevilla, Clerk D, MIA ...
Reagan]. Soots, Supervisor, Medicare B
Communications, HOC... Donna].
Stanley , Senior Examiner, IC2... Emily

D. Tillman, Claims Examiner B, HOC...
Nu N. Tran, Claims Examiner B,
HOC... M. EliZ{Jbeth Vissman, Market,
ing Analyst, KL. Yvette D. Walton,

Customer Service Rep B, HOC... Maus

D. Wiley, Claims Examiner A, HOC ...

Debra A. Williams, Correspondence Rep

B, HOC... Sandy Williams, Secretary A,
FC2... Henry Wrigjlt, Print Shop
Operator A, HOC ...

· te'iffyearJ'·

Cherie L. Angel, Hearing Analyst,
HOC ... Shelly T. Baggett, Operation
Analyst II, RIV ... Donna R .
Comegys, Program Manager,
Technical Services, HOC ... Alfred
R . Floyd, System Analyst I, JMA ...
Joseph C. Gilfus, Manager Audit
EDP, HOC ... Deborah J . Holland,
Section Leader IX, FC2. .. Barbara
H. Hunter, Project Consultant E,
FCL. Marguerite L. Puskas, Fraud
and Abuse Analyst, HOC ... Barlxrra
C. Ratliff, Medicare Secondary
Payor Coordinator, HOC ...
Miranda L. Sotolongo, Peer
Review Analyst A, HOC ... Danny
R . Thomas, Financial Analsyt II,
HOI, HOC... Jeannette M. Zang,
Operation Analyst II, RIV.

{iftee:n: �u,ars
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Nancy S . Alexander, Project
Consultant A, HOC ... Wade B.
Conklin, Senior Safety & Security
Officer, HOC. . . Catherine W.
Daniels, Quality Analyst In,Line,
HOC. .. Frank L. James, Manager
Cost & Budget, JMA... John A.
Kennett, Director of Treasury
Operations and Cash Management,
HOC ... Mary C. McLaughlin,
Correspondence Representative B,
FC2... Janice P. Parker, Network
Administrator, HOC ... Rose Taylor,
Clerk E, MIA ... Suzanne D.
Templeton, Correspondence Rep B,
FC2 ... Karen A. Thomas, Program
Operations Development Analyst,
HOC

�
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Patricia L. Hunt, Program Opera
tions Development Analyst,
HOC ... Deborah H. McLane, Se1

Master Enrollment Analyst, FC:
Carol Monroe, Section Leader V
JMA . . . Katharine J. Robinson,
Customer Service Rep C, HOC.
Deborah Y. Strickland, Systems

Analyst PAS, HOC. . . Randall H
Weathers, Technical Analyst II,
FC2 ... Rose M. Williams, Accour
ing Clerk C, FC2
....·. :ll:

twetttiJ}?flti&,>tfean

Thomasena J. Jordan, Customer
Service Rep B, FC2... Jacqueline .
McKenzie, Manager Senior Mark
Prcxlucts, GIL. . Patricia A. Wil,
Iiams, VP Claims Medicare A,
]MA ... Robert P. Williams Jr.,
Agency Coordinator, FCL

tfriw/J�j'1rs

William E. Flaherty, President, HC

v Sandra Harrison

IS CHANGES FOR THE SALARY DEFERRAL PROGRAM

u r Salary Deferral Savings Prog ram must be ad ministered accord
g to the I nternal Revenue Service ( I RS) regulations for 401 K plans.
,e m ost recent regulations, effective August 8 , 1 99 1 , affect
thd rawals requested for tuition or medical expenses.

ood News

ithdrawals req uested for post-secondary education no longer are
1ited to the n ext semester's or quarter's tuition. The I RS rules have
ien changed to allow withd rawals for tuition for the next twelve
onths. Related education fees have been expanded to include
g istration fees and laboratory fees. Room, board and books,
,wever, sti ll are not considered eligible expenses.
Amounts req u i red to be prepaid prior to obtain ing necessary
edical services now can be included along with your uninsured
edical expenses al ready incu rred . If, for example, your dentist
q u i res a prepayment of $ 1 ,000 or more for dental services that
1rrently are n ot covered under our dental contract, you would be
,le to requ est a withdrawal for that amount.
m I choose to withdraw funds from the Salary Deferral

wings Program instead of taking a loan?

,u m ust first take a loan whenever fu nds are available, unless the
payment wou ld prevent you from being approved for fi nancing
rough another financial institution, such as a mortgage company.
1e total amount to be financed through the program must meet the
inimum h ardship withdrawal amount ($ 1 ,000 or $500 for tuition)
1d the reason m ust be one of the following :
J ninsured medical expenses
::>u rchase of a principal residence rent or mortgage payments

,eded to prevent the eviction from or the foreclosure on the
Jrtgage of a principal residence
fu ition for the n ext semester or quarter or 1 2 months of col lege
lucation
=uneral expenses and unreimbursed medical expenses relating to
:i last illness of a fam ily member.
::>artial or total loss of income by a spouse .
�mounts requ i red to pay an outstanding court-ordered j udgment.
the amount needed to satisfy the hardship exceeds the amount
ailable for loan , only the remainder may be taken as a withdrawal.
addition, documentation is always required for hardship withdrawals.
If you have any q uestions, please contact Cheryl Avecedo, Home
fice and Field Offices, (904) 791 -6923 or Beverly Ames, Freedom
,mmerce Centre , ( 904) 363-4624 .

Service
Anniversaries
The following individuals, with
their job title and location noted,
celebrated anniversaries in
October:
_ :{
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Diane M . Abood, Proj ect Consult
ant C, HOC. . . Beverly A. Agbeh,
Supervisor Special Services

Marketing, MIA. .. Barbara G .

Andrews, Claims Service Rep I ,
FC l . . . Fred D. Barnhart, Print Shop
Operator Senior, HOC . . . Carol L.
Benton, Correspondence Represen
tative B, HOC. . . Kathy L. Best,
Benefi ts Safeguard Analyst, JMA . . .

Vickie L. Butler, Regional Customer
Service Trainer, MIA . . . Linda S .
Buttrey, Secretary C , PEN . . .
Norman W. Campbell, Correspon

You'll b e receiving your confidential, personalized

Blue Ribbon Benefits statement in November.

This statement discusses the value of your benefits,

projects your retirement and Salary Deferral Program

benefits, and tells you about other programs you're

enrolled in (for example, if you belong to our HMO

or PPC. ) It also lets you know some of the programs

you're eligible for but may not have signed up for yet,
such as SelectFund.

The benefits statement has been checked for

accuracy. However, a reply card will be included for

you to return to the Compensation and Benefits

Department if you find something you feel is not

accurate or if you have questions or comments about

your benefi ts statement.

You also may call Kim Peri Lambert in Compen

sation and Benefits if you have questions. Her
number is (904 ) 79 1 -6790.

■

Cheryl Acevedo reviews her personalized, confidential Blue
Ribbon Benefits statement. You'll be receiving your
statement soon !

dence Representative B, FC2 . . .

Christine T. Clifford, Senior Group
Account Analyst, FC2 . . . Monica M .
Crosby, Customer Service Repre
sentative C, HOC. . . Rachel B . Day,
Claims Examiner B, HOC . . . Paula
Y. Dixon, Customer Service
Representative B, HOC. . . Linda A.
Fritsche,Woods, Senior Operations
Analyst, HTF . . . Roberta Gillette,
Methods Analyst Senior, FC2 . . .

Janice M . Goodwin, Field Group
Specialist, GNV . . . Robin Y. Grant,
Customer Service Rep B, FC l . . .

Phyllis B . Hall, Claims Examiner B,

HOC. .. Felecia R . Hamilton,

Micrographics Product Clerk,

HOC . . . Pamela Y. Hicks,

�

For Your Eyes Only!

MARKET YOURSELF

If you want to get ahead, bei ng good at what you do is only half
the batt le . You've also got to know how to market you rse lf. Some
suggestions: Make yourself the CEO of your career. Develop
both short- and long-term goals. Come u p with a way to measure
those goals. Treat the boss like a client. Always cater to the

Blood Drive Results
Fran Bond, Donor Resource Consultant,
sends her thanks to all employees who
donated blood to the Florida Georgia Blood
Alliance during the recent blood drive . I 98
BCBSF empl,oyees donated a total of I 69
units of blood. Borul says the community
needs about I 50 units a day . Earline
McKinnie R.N. arul Brenda Short, R .N . ,
coordinated the drive for BCBSF.

boss's needs and go out of you r way to make him or her look
good. Become the person others can rely on. Vo lunteer to
accept additional assignments that make others' jobs easier.
Make yourself visible. Be seen in professional, civic and
cultural circles outside of your job. Offe r yourself as a panelist or
speaker to local service clubs . Publish both in industry publica
tions and the local papers, which often accept opinion pieces o n
vital topics. Watch your packaging. Dress properly a n d make
sure your non-verbal language projects a successful image.
Source: Radio Only, 1 930 E. Martton Pike, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
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FLORIDA Focus

Wellness
Classic
People walked, cycled, skated and
rolled at Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida's Second Annual

Wellness Classic in Tampa last
month. The event featured a 2-mile

Wellness Walk, a 5K road race,

Navy Blue

major employees in the state to
adopt a totally smoke-free environ

ment for its employees, and now is
seen as a resource for other compa

office on its collection route. The
Navy supplied recycling bins and

nies who want to go smoke-free,"
says Sharon Pastorius, coordinator

now regularly collects paper and
aluminum cans from BCBSF

other 50 percent is used to support
morale, welfare and recreation
activities that benefit the Navy
community.

■

Sisters organization is a member
agency of United Way.

places, was the keynote speaker at a
September 25 seminar hosted by
BCBSF in conjunction with the
Duval County Coalition Against
Tobacco. "BCBSF is one of the first

phone calls, she arranged for the
Navy to include BCBSF's Orlando

improve energy conservation and
support safety and health. The

Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater
Tampa. The Big Brothers/Big

close, the Medicare Part A Claims

Division embarked on several

ambitious projects that would

require a significant amount of
commitment, dedication and

focused effort from all its employ

ees. These projects were communi

cated by managers during an all

Although there were many

customer service representative
Sharon Haas, whose husband is in
the Navy, thought the Navy's
recycling program was the model of
efficiency. After a few strategic

Navy's weekly publication, 50

and skin cancer analysis. All the
entry fees were donated to Big

As fiscal year '91 draws to a

theme "Mount September."

help from the U.S. Navy. BCBSF

percent of the profits from the sale
of these recyclable materials goes to
correct environmental deficiencies,

cycling races. There was also a SK
wheelchair invitational and a
wellness expo with screenings for
cholesterol, blood pressure, body fat

employee meeting which had as its

Recycling efforts in the Central
Region are in top shape, thanks to

employees.
According to The Navigator, the

lOK in-line skating and several

Conquering
Mount
September

Robert Rosner founded The Smoking
Policy Institute at the suggestion of
C. Everett Koop when Koop was U.S.
Surgeon General. Rosner is the nation's
expert on the issue of environment tobacco
smoke and its impact on the workplace.

Role Model
Robert Rosner, director of The
Smoking Policy Institute and the
nation's expert on helping busi
nesses create smoke-free work-

�

of the seminar, which was held at
Freedom Commerce Centre.
The seminar received positive
coverage from the media, which

barriers along the way, none

prevented the Part A team from

reaching the top and meeting all its
goals. To celebrate conquering

"Mount September," employees

Question : What does a doctor get when he bills

fllll

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida more than
$279,000 for services he didn't perform?
Answer: Arrested and indicted.
This happened recently to a physician in M iami, Florida.
Special I nvestigations Unit investigator Linda Du nbar followed u
on a single tip from a postal inspector to look into some claims
submitted by the doctor after a postal worker complained that th
diagnosis on his claim wasn't correct. From this single tip, the
investigation continued with a complete review of the physician·�
patients. Nancy Garrity, Health Care Auditor for the Southern
Region, conducted an onsite audit of the physician's practice an
was astounded by the lack of medical records available for her
aud it. She appeared before a grand jury to relate her findings.
The U.S. Attorney in Miami, using the SI U case file and Garrity's
testimony, arrested and indicted the provider and several of his
family members who also were involved. If convicted, they could
face up to 30 years in prison and fines of $250,000 each, as wel
as be required to make restitution. Fraud hurts us all . If you knov
of a provider, subscriber or employee who may be defrauding
BCBSF, call the Special Investigations Unit. Our toll-free hotline
is 1 (800) 678-8355.

held an Octoberfesti val carnival on
October 3, featuring food, fun, gifts

and prizes. Every unit decorated its

area with a different theme, dressed

in costumes, and had activities and

events throughout the day. Bruce

Davidson, senior vice president of

Government Programs Operations,
visited early in the day. Antonie

cited BCBSF as a leader in the
health care industry for our efforts

Favino, past senior vice presider

and Al Washington, vice presid1

to help other businesses provide
healthier environments for their

•

employees. Funds raised from the
seminar were donated to the
American Cancer Society, the
American Heart Association and

of Organizational Development,

also attended the celebration an

offered their congratulations to l

Williams, vice president of Med

care Part A, for her 25 years of
service with BCBSF.

the American Lung Association. ■
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Canadian
Tourists
Covered

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

ught
lisfying

Canadian visitors who buy

stomers

Ontario Blue Cross travel insur

ance now can obtain more

affordable emergency medical care

)odd, retired senior vice

through BCBSF's managed care

ent, was the guest speaker at a
nber 19 luncheon held to
1ize employees who were
lt doing something right" for

:ustomers. The honored
yees, chosen by fellow

yees for acts of exceptional
�. received buttons that say "I
ught doing something right."

mployee is eligible for the

m, since everyone in the
1ny provides service to
1ers, whether internal or
al. After receiving and

; on their buttons, employees
e "Service Aces."
dd gave a brief history of the
ate strategy and the superior
ter service issue over the last
. He explained the company's
lization into market segment
md other initiatives as part of
)rt to better understand the
l our customers so we can

1em better. He also showed,
1 statistics, a trend in operat
>ense that will, if it continues,
t difficult for us to meet the

l{pectations of our customers.

l the participants that "if
; is to succeed with its low
tlue-added strategy, everyone
rive to be a service ace."

program as a result of a cooperative

arrangement between the two

1

plans. "Ontarians on vacation in

.,

Florida will receive high-quality,

Recognized for their outstanding customer service were (seated, L-R) : Theresa Ebersole ,
Dorothy Robinson , Elaine Kearse , Roxanne Hicks, Paula Pickens and Tiffany Cisero.
Standing, L-R : Mike Costlow , Marion Hernandez, Julie Mallory, Rushon Watson, Doris
Turner, Rosalyn Sandel, Betty Banks, Joyce Gross , Jim Dundon.

Jane Hutcheson, manager of

General Telephone Service for
Private Business Operations, served
as Mistress of Ceremonies. The
event is sponsored by the Customer

Service Recognition Work Group
to promote a corporate focus on
customer service. Membership in

the work group is open to anyone

who would like to help provide

positive recognition to employees
who provide superior customer
service. This luncheon, the twelfth

in a series of regular recognition

luncheons, was coordinated by
Tammy Yale of Local Group
Operations and Bev Ames of the
Human Resources Division. ■

cost-effective care from one of the

many hospitals and physicians

Riverside Home Office Complex and Freedom Commerce Centre
receive a co mbined total of more than 1 ,200 calls per week.
Is there a place in you r organ ization where a 24-hour per day,
7-day-a-week friendly voice could dispense information and
collect information for yo u?
eYour AS PEN mailbox will let you spell a name anytime it's
expecting a mailbox number to be entered. Simply press the
"#" key and spell the last name first.
• Need an AS PEN refresher course? Leave a message i n the
System Manager's mailbox , which is mailbox 1 000.
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around the state who participate in

t

our extensive preferred provider

organization network," says Dudley

Mendheim, vice president of the

West Coast Region. ''They don't

have to worry about paying upfront

for their emergency care. They
simply buy this supplemental

accident policy from Ontario Blue

Cross before leaving Canada."

The policy, called "The Health

Plan While Outside Canada," is

ASPEN NOTES
The Hu man Resource I nfo rmation Center ( H R IC) Jobli nes at the

j

similar to the Canassistance Travel

Plan, a partnership between

BCBSF and the Quebec plan,

which was introduced in 1989.

Each year, 780,000 Ontarians

visit Florida; Ontario Blue Cross

estimates that 5 percent of the

people who purchase this travel

insurance will require emergency or

accident medical care while
vacationing in Florida. ■

MEETING D EADLI N E PRESSURES

If you want to avoid unnecessary deadli ne pressures, you might :
Commit only to realistic deadlines. Don't set a date based o n
what you'd like to do, set one based on what you can do.
Set incremental deadlines. Consider a series of shorter
deadlines instead of one big one. This approach will make the
project seem less intimidating . Set priorities. Communicate that
the deadline on this assignment is more important than the ir other
responsibilities. Then people can focus their energ ies o n this key
assignment. Provide backup help with administrative details.
Don't force key personnel to spend their time photocopying and
handling clerical duties. If special equipment is needed on a
temporary basis, provide it. Avoid deadline changes whenever
possible. Deadlines - when they become negotiable - lose
their effectiveness . Allow some time for key players to decom
press after the deadline has been met. People need to physi
cally and emotionally relax. Praise people who met the deadline
and plan a celebration if it's in order.
Source: Employee Relations and Hu man Resou rces Bulletin,
24 Rope Ferry Road, Waterfo rd , Connect icut, 06386.
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IN THE SP01LIGHT

Ginger
Weinbaum,
FLMI
I f you have a question about life

insurance, Ginger Weinbaum
probably has the answer.
Weinbaum, a technical analyst II
with Florida Combined Life,
BCBSF's wholly owned subsidiary,
just completed coursework to earn

the distinction of Fellow from the
Life Management Institute. As a
well-rounded life insurance profes
sional, Weinbaum can tell you
Ginger Weinbaum

whatever you want to know about
accounting, investments, market-

ing, claims, and the legal aspects of
life and health insurance.
She can also speak to the degree

of motivation required to complete
this kind of coursework. "It was

completely self-study - no
teachers, no classrooms," says

Weinbaum. "I had to be very
disciplined. Fortunately, my

husband and my co-workers were
very supportive of my efforts. And
it was definitely worth it. Not only
are they proud of me, I also feel

very good about completing all the
work. I really enj oy learning."
Ginger Weinbaum, FLMI also
has a bachelor's degree in Linguis

tics and an MBA from the Univer

sity of Hawaii.

■

Rapping
Things Up
There's nothing like a rap session
to drive a message home - just ask
any employee in Information
Systems & Operations (IS&O ) .
After their entire division
gathered for a meeting that was

anything but routine, employees
knew all about steady improve

ments that have been made in the
division.

From enhanced teamwork to
more participative decision making
- qualities that improve both work
and workers' morale - IS&O is

celebrating success in dramatic
fashion!

"Dave and the Directs" scored low on the "rap quality meter , " but their message was lot
and clear and scored a perfect l O from the employees in IS&O. Dave Dingfield, vice
president of Information Systems and Operations , led his direct reports Joe Grantham, I
Holton , Harry Downs and Larry Bold in a rousing rap about the importance of teamwo
professional behavior and participation.

Recent Safety and Security award recipients (L-R) : Dallas
Chaffin, ( officer of the quarter, 2nd quarter, RHOC) ; Shirley Grier

(first place , physical fitness) ; Michael Roberts , (second place , physical
fitness) ; Sharon Wilt (third place, physical fitness) and James Paige
( officer of the quarter, second quarter, FCC.) The FCC staff won
the physical fitness team award in competitions held with the RHOC
staff; their plaque is on display at the FC J lobby desk.

Happy Sales To You: A total of 24 ,496 contracts were gained
during the 1 989 and 1 990 open seasons for the Federal Employees
Program ( FEP) , earning BCBSF top honors nationally for contracts
gained. To thank the employees who made these results possible , the
FEP Marketing management organized a cruise for 240 employees
from Claims , Marketing and Customer Service. "Fresh seafood,
dancing contests and fun on the St. Johns River made the afternoon
one of the best appreciation celebrations ever , " says Marilou
Watson, FEP Marketing.

CJD

To show the department's move towar,
Improved Organizational Performance
( IOP) , IS&O employees created Roel
Rockets , a dramatic musical tracing I<
evolution from prehistoric times throug
present to the future. Dr. Al En.stein (
Mahoney) served as narrator.
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Ginger
Weinbaum,
FLMI
I f you have a question about life

insurance, Ginger Weinbaum
probably has the answer.

Weinbaum, a technical analyst II
with Florida Combined Life,

BCBSF's wholly owned subsidiary,
just completed coursework to earn

the distinction of Fellow from the
Life Management Institute. As a
well,rounded life insurance profes,
sional, Weinbaum can tell you

Ginger Weinbaum

whatever you want to know about
accounting, investments, market,

ing, claims, and the legal aspects of
life and health insurance.
She can also speak to the degree

Jhere's nothing like a rap session

to drive a message home - just ask
any employee in Information
Systems & Operations (IS&O ) .

of motivation required to complete
this kind of coursework. "It was

completely self,study - no
teachers, no classrooms," says

After their entire division
gathered for a meeting that was

Weinbaum. "I had to be very

anything but routine, employees
knew all about steady improve,

disciplined. Fortunately, my

husband and my co,workers were
very supportive of my efforts. And
it was definitely worth it. Not only
are they proud of me, I also feel

ments that have been made in the
division.

From enhanced teamwork to
more participative decision making

very good about completing all the
work. I really enjoy learning."
Ginger Weinbaum, FLMI also
has a bachelor's degree in Linguis,

- qualities that improve both work
and workers' morale - IS&O is
celebrating success in dramatic
fashion!

tics and an MBA from the Univer,

sity of Hawaii. ■

"Dave and the Directs" scored low on the "rap quality meter , " but their message was loud
clear and scored a perfect I O from the employees in IS&O . Dave Dingfield, vice
president of Information Systems and Operations , led his direct reports Joe Grantham, Roger
Holton , Harry Downs and Larry Bold in a rousing rap about the i mportance of teamwork,
professional behavior and participation.
and

Safety and Security award recipients (L,R) : Dallas

, ( officer of the quarter, 2nd quarter , RHOC) ; Shirley Grier

ice , physical fitness) ; Michael Roberts , (second place , physical
Sharon Wilt ( third place, physical fitness) and James Paige
of the quarter, second quarter, FCC.) The FCC staff won
ical fitness team award in competitions held with the RHOC
�ir plaque is on display at the FC I lobby desk.

,,
Happy Sales To You: A total of 24 ,496 contracts were gained
during the 1 989 and 1 990 open seasons for the Federal E mployees
Program ( FEP) , earni ng BCBSF top honors nationally for contracts
gained. To thank the employees who made these results possible, the
FEP Marketing management organized a cruise for 240 employees
from Claims , Marketing and Customer Service. "Fresh seafood,
dancing contests and fun on the St. Johns River made the afternoon
one of the best appreciation celebrations ever , " says Marilou
Watson, FEP Marketi ng .
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To show the department's move toward
Improved Organizational Performance
(IOP) , IS&O employees created Rocks to
Rockets , a dramatic musical tracing IOP
evolution from prehistoric times through the
present to the future. Dr. Al Enstein (Bob
Mahoney) served as narrator.
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Caught
Satisfying
Customers

Canadian visitors who buy

Ontario Blue Cross travel insur

ance now can obtain more

affordable emergency medical care

B ill Dodd, retired senior vice

through BCBSF's managed care

president, was the guest speaker at a
September 19 luncheon held to

program as a result of a cooperative
arrangement between the two

recognize employees who were
"caught doing something right" for

their customers. The honored
employees, chosen by fellow

employees for acts of exceptional
service, received buttons that say "I

was caught doing something right."
Any employee is eligible for the

program, since everyone in the
company provides service to
customers, whether internal or
external. After receiving and

passing on their buttons, employees
become "Service Aces."
Dodd gave a brief history of the
corporate strategy and the superior

customer service issue over the last
decade. He explained the company's

reorganization into market segment
teams and other initiatives as part of
our effort to better understand the

needs of our customers so we can

serve them better. He also showed,
through statistics, a trend in operat
ing expense that will, if it continues,
make it difficult for us to meet the

price expectations of our customers.

He told the participants that "if
BCBSF is to succeed with its low
cost, value-added strategy, everyone
must strive to be a service ace."

plans. "Ontarians on vacation in
Recognized for their outstanding customer service were (seated, L-R) : Theresa Ebersole ,
Dorothy Robinson , Elaine Kearse, Roxanne Hicks , Paula Pickens and Tiffany Cisero.
Swnding, L-R: Mike Costlow, Marion Hernandez, Julie Mallory , Rushon Watson, Doris
Turner, Rosalyn Sandel, Betty Ban ks , Joyce Gross , Jim Dundon .

Jane Hutcheson, manager of

General Telephone Service for
Private Business Operations, served
as Mistress of Ceremonies. The
event is sponsored by the Customer

Service Recognition Work Group
to promote a corporate focus on
customer service. Membership in
the work group is open to anyone

who would like to help provide

positive recognition to employees
who provide superior customer
service. This luncheon, the twelfth
in a series of regular recognition

luncheons, was coordinated by
Tammy Yale of Local Group

Operations and Bev Ames of the

Human Resources Division.

■

Florida will receive high-quality,

cost-effective care from one of the

many hospitals and physicians

around the state who participate in

our extensive preferred provider

organization network," says Dudley
Mendheim, vice president of the

West Coast Region. ''They don't

have to worry about paying upfront

for their emergency care. They
simply buy this supplemental

accident policy from Ontario Blue

Cross before leaving Canada. "

The policy, called "The Health

Plan While Outside Canada," is
ASPEN NOTES

The Human Resource I nformation Center ( H R IC) Joblines at the
Riverside Home Office Complex and Freedom Commerce Centre
receive a combined total of more than 1 ,200 calls per week.
Is there a place in your organization where a 24-hour per day,
7-day-a-week friendly voice could dispense information and
collect informatio n for you?
evour ASPEN mailbox will let you spell a name anytime it's
expecting a mailbox number to be entered. Simply press the
"#" key and spell the last name first.
• Need an ASPEN refresher course? Leave a message i n the
System Manager's mai lbox , which is mailbox 1 000.
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similar to the Canassistance Travel

Plan, a partnership between

BCBSF and the Quebec plan,

which was introduced in 1989.

Each year, 780,000 Ontarians

visit Florida; Ontario Blue Cross

estimates that 5 percent of the

people who purchase this travel

insurance will require emergency or

accident medical care while
vacationing in Florida.

■

MEETING DEADLINE PRESSURES

If you want to avoid unnecessary deadline pressu res, you might :
Commit only to realistic deadlines. Don 't set a date based on
what you'd like to do, set one based on what you can do.
Set incremental deadlines. Consider a series of shorter
deadlines instead of one big one. This approach will make the
project seem less intimidating . Set priorities. Communicate that
the deadline on this assignment is more important than the ir othe
responsibilities . Then people can focus their energ ies on this key
assignment. Provide backup help with administrative details.
Don't fo rce key personnel to spend their time photocopying and
handling clerical duties. If special equipment is needed on a
temporary basis, provide it. Avoid deadline changes whenever
possible. Deadlines - when they become negotiable - lose
their effectiveness. Allow some time for key players to decom•
press after the deadline has been met. People need to physi
cally and emotionally relax. Praise people who met the deadline
and plan a celebration if it's in order.
Source: Employee Relatio ns and Human Resou rces Bulletin,
24 Rope Ferry Road, Waterford , Connecticut, 06386.
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FLORIDA Focus

Wellness
Classic
People walked, cycled, skated and

rolled at Blue Cross and Blue

Shield of Florida's Second Annual

Wellness Classic in Tampa last
month. The event featured a 2-mile
Wellness Walk, a SK road race,

I VY Blue

commitment, dedication and

focused effort from all its employ

ees. These proj ects were communi

cated by managers during an all

major employees in the state to
adopt a totally smoke-free environ

ment for its employees, and now is
seen as a resource for other compa
nies who want to go smoke-free,"
says Sharon Pastorius, coordinator

�gularly collects paper and
1um cans from BCBSF

■

require a significant amount of

Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater
Tampa. The Big Brothers/Big
Sisters organization is a member
agency of United Way.

BCBSF in conj unction with the
Duval County Coalition Against
Tobacco. "BCBSF is one of the first

on its collection route. The
mpplied recycling bins and

50 percent is used to support
:, welfare and recreation
ies that benefit the Navy
unity.

Division embarked on several
ambitious proj ects that would

entry fees were donated to Big

places, was the keynote speaker at a
September 25 seminar hosted by

calls, she arranged for the
to include BCBSF's Orlando

ve energy conservation and
t safety and health. The

close, the Medicare Part A Claims

Although there were many

:om the U.S. Navy. BCBSF

tt of the profits from the sale
;e recyclable materials goes to
t environmental deficiencies,

and skin cancer analysis. All the

As fiscal year '91 draws to a

theme "Mount September."

11er service representative
n Haas, whose husband is in
ivy, thought the Navy's
ing program was the model of
ncy. After a few strategic

; weekly publication, 50

cycling races. There was also a 5K
wheelchair invitational and a
wellness expo with screenings for
cholesterol, blood pressure, body fat

employee meeting which had as its

:ling efforts in the Central
:1 are in top shape, thanks to

yees.
:ording to The Navigator, the

lOK in-line skating and several

Conquering
Mount
September

Robert Rosner founded The Smoking
Policy Institute at the suggestion of
C. Everett Koop when Koop was U.S.
Surgeon General. Rosner is the nation's
expert on the issue of environment tobacco
smoke and its impact on the workplace.

Role Model
Robert Rosner, director of The
Smoking Policy Institute and the
nation's expert on helping busi
nesses create smoke-free work-

er::>

of the seminar, which was held at
Freedom Commerce Centre.

barriers along the way, none

prevented the Part A team from

reaching the top and meeting all its
goals. To celebrate conquering

"Mount September," employees

Question : What does a doctor get when he bills
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida more than
$279,000 for services he didn't perform?
Answer: Arrested and indicted.
Th is happened recently to a physician in M iami, Florida.
Special I nvestigations Unit invest igator Linda Du nbar followed up
on a single tip from a postal inspector to look into some claims
submitted by the doctor after a postal worker complained that the
diagnosis on his claim wasn't correct. From this single tip, the
investigation continued with a complete review of the physician's
patients. Nancy Garrity, Health Care Auditor for the Southern
Region, conducted an onsite audit of the physician's practice and
was astounded by the lack of medical records available for her
audit. She appeared before a grand jury to relate her findings .
The U.S. Attorney in Miami, using the S I U case file and Garrity's
testimony, arrested and indicted the provider and several of his
family members who also were involved. If convicted, they could
face up to 30 years in prison and fines of $250,000 each, as well
as be required to make restitution. Fraud hurts us all . If you know
of a provider, subscriber or employee who may be defrauding
BCBSF, call the Special Investigatio ns Unit. Our toll-free hotline
is 1 (800) 678-8355.

held an Octoberfestival carnival on

October 3, featuring food, fun, gifts
and prizes. Every unit decorated its

area with a different theme, dressed

in costumes, and had activities and
events throughout the day. Bruce

Davidson, senior vice president of

Government Programs Operations,

The seminar received positive
coverage from the media, which

visited early in the day. Antonio J.

cited BCBSF as a leader in the
health care industry for our efforts

Favino, past senior vice president,

and Al Washington, vice president

to help other businesses provide
healthier environments for their

employees. Funds raised from the
seminar were donated to the
American Cancer Society, the
American Heart Association and

the American Lung Association.

of Organizational Development,

■
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also attended the celebration and

offered their congratulations to Pat
Williams, vice president of Medi

care Part A, for her 25 years of
service with BCBSF.

■

By Sandra Harrison
IRS CHANGES FOR THE SALARY DEFERRAL PROGRAM

Our Salary Deferral Savings Program must be administered accord
i ng to the I nternal Revenue S ervice ( I RS) regulations for 401 K plans.
The m ost recent reg ulations, effective August 8, 1 99 1 , affect
withd rawals requested for tuition or medical expenses.

Good News

Withdrawals requested for post-secondary education no longer are
l i m ited to the next semester's or quarter's tuition. The I RS rules have
been changed to allow withd rawals for tuition for the next twelve
months. Related ed ucation fees have been expanded to include
reg istration fees and laboratory fees. Room, board and books,
h owever, still are not considered eligible expenses.
Amounts required to be prepaid prior to obtaining necessary
med ical services now can be included along with your un insured
m edical expenses already incurred . If, for example, your dentist
requ i res a prepayment of $1 ,000 or more for dental services that
curre ntly are n ot covered u nder our dental contract, you would be
able to request a withd rawal for that amount.

Can I choose to withdraw funds from the Salary Deferral
Savings Program instead of taking a loan?

You m ust fi rst take a loan whenever funds are available, unless the
repayment would prevent you from being approved for financing
through another fi nancial institution, such as a mortgage company.
The total amount to be financed through the program must meet the
m i n i m u m hardship withd rawal amount ($ 1 ,000 or $500 for tuition)
and the reason m ust be one of the following :
eu n insured medical expenses
•Purchase of a principal residence rent or mortgage payments
needed to prevent the eviction from or the foreclosure on the
mortgage of a principal residence
eTuition for the next semester or quarter or 1 2 months of college
education
•Funeral expenses and u n reimbursed med ical expenses relating to
the last illness of a fam ily m ember.

ePartial or total loss of income by a spouse.
•Amounts required to pay an outstanding court-ordered judgment.
If the amount needed to satisfy the hardship exceeds the amount
available for loan , only the remainder may be taken as a withdrawal.
In addition, documentation is always required for hardship withdrawals.
If you have any q uestions, please contact Cheryl Avecedo, Home

Office and Field Offices, ( 904) 791 -6923 or Beverly Ames, Freed om
Commerce Centre , (904) 363-4624 .

�

Service
Anniversaries
The following individuals, with
their job title and location noted,
celebrated anniversaries in
October:

·fiiili: �,Il:tts ·
::::.. ;:: _:;::::

Diane M. Abood, Project Consult
ant C, HOC. . . Beverly A. Agbeh,
Supervisor Special Services
Marketing, MIA . . . Barbara G .

Andrews, Claims Service Rep I,
FCl.. . Fred D. Barnhart, Print Shop
Operator Senior, HOC. .. Carol L.
Benton, Correspondence Represen
tative B, HOC . . . Kathy L. Best,
Benefits Safeguard Analyst, ]MA ...
Vickie L. Butler, Regional Customer
Service Trainer, MIA . . . Linda S.
Buttrey, Secretary C, PEN . ..
Norman W. Campbell, Correspon
dence Representative B, FC2 ...
Christine T. Clifford, Senior Group
Account Analyst, FC2 . . . Monica M.
Crosby, Customer Service Repre
sentative C, HOC. . . Rachel B. Day,
Claims Examiner B, HOC . . . Paula
Y. Dixon, Customer Service
Representative B, HOC. .. Linda A.
Fritsche-Woods, Senior Operations
Analyst, HTF . . . Roberta Gillette,
Methods Analyst Senior, FC2. . .
Janice M . Goodwin, Field Group
Specialist, GNV ... Robin Y. Grant,
Customer Service Rep B, FCl...
Phyllis B. Hall, Claims Examiner B,
HOC. .. Felecia R . Hamilton,
Micrographics Product Clerk,
HOC. .. Pamela Y. Hicks,

For Your Eyes Only!
You'll be receiving your confidential, personalized

Blue Ribbon Benefits statement in November.
This statement discusses the value of your benefits,
projects your retirement and Salary Deferral Program
benefits, and tells you about other programs you're

enrolled in (for example, if you belong to our HMO
or PPC . ) It also lets you know some of the programs

you're eligible for but may not have signed up for yet,
such as SelectFund.
The benefits statement has been checked for
accuracy. However, a reply card will be included for

you to return to the Compensation and Benefits
Department if you find something you feel is not

accurate or if you have questions or comments about
your benefits statement.
You also may call Kim Peri Lambert in Compen
sation and Benefits if you have questions. Her

number is (904 ) 791-6790. ■

Cheryl Acevedo reviews her personalized, confidential Blue
Ribbon Benefits statement . You'll be receiving your
statement soon!

MARKET YOURSELF

If you want to get ahead , being good at what you do is only half
the battle. You've also got to know how to market you rse lf. SomE
suggestions: Make yourself the CEO of your career. Develop
both short- and long-term goals. Come up with a way to measurE
those goals . Treat the boss l ike a client. Always cater to the

Blood Drive Results
Fran Bond , Donor Resource Consultant ,
sends her thanks t o all employees who
donated blood to the Florida Georgia Blood
Alliance during the recent blood drive . 1 98
BCBSF employees donated a total of 1 69
units of blood. Bond says the community
needs about 1 50 units a day . Earline
McKinnie R .N. and Brenda Short , R .N . ,
coordinated the drive for BCBSF.

boss's needs and go out of your way to make him or her look
good. Become the person others can rely on. Vo lunteer to
accept additional assignments that make others' jobs easier.
Make yourself visible. Be seen in professio nal, civic and
cultural circles outside of your job. Offer yourself as a panelist or
speaker to local service clubs. Publish both in industry publica

tions and the local papers, which often accept opinion pieces o n
vital topics. Watch your packag ing. Dress properly a n d make
sure your no n-ve rbal language projects a successfu l image.

Sou rce: Radio Only, 1 930 E. Martton Pike, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
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1art to
1art

1t 700 BCBSF employ
� participating in the
nal Heart Attack Risk
, a five-year study being

tcted in 32 cities across the
ry. The national coordinator is

study screens participants for five
cardiac risk factors - blood

cholesterol, blood sugar, weight,
blood pressure and smoking.

Dr. William Roberts, editor of the
American Journal of Cardiology. The

�EDUCE YOUR RISK OF HEART ATTACK
:ven if you're not participating in the National
-feart Attack R isk Study, here are five risk
actors you can do something about to reduce
rour risk of a heart attack:
:holesterol
� blood cholesterol level of 200 or less is
:onside red desirable for American adults. If
rours is higher than that , your risk of heart
tttack increases significantly. Lifestyle changes
- such as lowering the amount of cholesterol
md saturated fats in your diet - can reduce
'our risk of heart disease.
!lood Pressure
11ore than 60 million Americans have high blood
>ressure ( 1 40/90 or higher) and are considered
1ypertensive. Age , alcohol, oral contraceptives
1nd kidney disease are among the factors
1ssociated with hypertension. Dietary changes
- especially reducing your intake of salt - can
1elp bri ng high blood pressure under control.
>iabetes
'Vhen there is an abnormally high level of sugar
glucose) in the blood, the condition is known as
fiabetes mellitus. The most common types of
liabetes - adu lt onset - may speed the rate at
11hich plaques are deposited on artery walls,

Study participants will be
screened every six months through
September 1995.
Employee Health Services will be
given group totals and will use the

information to develop employee
benefits and wellness activities.

■

thus increasing the risk of heart attack. Because
most people with adult o nset diabetes are
overweight, losing weight often means far
greater control of the disease or possibly a cure
for the problem.
Weight
When a person is 30 percent or more ove r ideal
weight standards, he or she is considered by
medical professionals to be obese. Being
overweight can increase your risk of heart attack
in several ways, including raising your blood
pressure and cholestero l levels. D iabetes , joi nt
disease , even gallstones are associated with
being overweight. While the well-known recom
mendation of fewer calories and more exercise
is usually the answer, it's a hard prescription for
most Americans to fol low.
Smoking
If you smoke , you face a risk of heart attack
double that of a nonsmoker. Your risk of a fatal
heart attack may be four times that of a non
smoker. That's the bad news.
The good news is that
regardless of how long you've
smoked, your risk of heart
disease declines rapidly from
the day you stop.

�
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Customer Service Rep B, FC L .

EMPLOYEES ONLY

Patricia E . Jarrett, Public Affairs
Specialist I, HOC .. . Valencia R .
Johnson, Customer Service Repre
sentative C, HOC. . . Nature N.
Johnston, Project Consultant C,
HOC. .. Margaret S . Kelly, Claims
Examiner B, HOC ... Maria E. Kelly,
Medicare Hearing Officer I, HOC...

Vicky L. Littles, Customer Service

Rep B, FCl ... James W. Luke,
Claims Examiner B, HOC ... Wayne
D. Martin, Auditor IV, TMP . ..

Anna E. Martinez, Secretary B,
FC l . ..Alex E. Manolis, Program

Operations Development Analyst,
HOC ... Randy D. Nelson, Claims

Examiner B, HOC. .. Nina M .
Norman, Correspondence Analyst,

HOC. .. Walter M. Perry, Other
Carrier Liability Analyst, FCL .

Jean F . Renazile, Field Financial
Analyst, HOC, MIA ... Carol M.
Royall, Secretary B, FC L. Kimberly
A. Rutledge, Supv., Provider Cus

tomer Service, HOC... H�J.
Six III, Claims Service Rep III, FC L.

Rosanne M. SmaU, Group Account
ing Specialist, JXM ... Rosario
Samodevilla, Clerk D, MIA ..
Reagan ]. Soots, Supervi�r, Medicare B

Cherie L. Angel, Hearing Analyst,
HOC ... Shelly T. Baggett, Operation
Analyst II, RIV... Donna R .
Comegys, Program Manager,
Technical Services, HOC . .. Alfred
R . Floyd, System Analyst I, JMA...
Joseph C. Gilfus, Manager Audit
EDP, HOC ... Deborah ]. Holland,
Section Leader IX, FC2... Barbara
H. Hunter, Project Consultant E,
FCl.. . Marguerite L. Puskas, Fraud
and Abuse Analyst, HOC ... Barbara
C. Ratliff, Medicare Secondary
Payor Coordinator, HOC ...
Miranda L. Sotolongo, Peer

Review Analyst A, HOC. .. Danny
R . Thomas, Financial Analsyt II,
HOI, HOC ... Jeannette M. Zang,
Operation Analyst II, RIV.

fiftae!tti: !ij,ats

Nancy S . Alexander, Project
Consultant A, HOC ... Wade B.
Conklin, Senior Safety & Security
Officer, HOC.. . Catherine W.
Daniels, Quality Analyst In-Line,
HOC. . . Frank L. James, Manager

Communications, HOC... Danna].
Stanley, Senior Examiner, FC2... Emily

Kennett, Director of Treasury

HOC... M. Elimbeth Vissman, Market
ing Analyst, FCL... Yvette D. Walton,

Correspondence Representative B,
FC2 ... ]anice P. Parker, Network

D. Tillman, Claims Examiner B, HOC...
Nu N. Tran, Claims Examiner B,

Customer Service Rep B, HOC... Maus

D. Wiley, Claims Examiner A, HOC...

Debra A. Williams, Correspondence Rep
B, HOC... Sandy Williams, Secretiry A,
FC2... Henry Wrig}u , Print Shop
Operator A, HOC. . .

Cost & Budget, JMA. .. John A

Operations and Cash Management,
HOC... Mary C. McLaughlin,

Administrator, HOC. .. Rose Taylor,
Clerk E, MIA ... Suzanne D.

Templeton, Correspondence Rep B,
FC2... Karen A. Thomas, Program
Operations Development Analyst,

HOC

+.,
Official Sponsor
of the 1 992
U . S . Olympic Team

USA
...

tweil:l::TiJk:ars
Patricia L. Hunt, Program Opera

tions Development Analyst,

HOC ... Deborah H. McLane, Senior
Master Enrollment Analyst, FC2. . .

Carol Monroe, Section Leader VIII,
JMA. .. Katharine J . Robinson,

Customer Service Rep C, HOC...
Deborah Y. Strickland, Systems

Analyst PAS, HOC. .. Randall H.
Weathers, Technical Analyst II,
FC2 ... Rose M. Williams, Account

ing Clerk C, FC2

twentu::r1lu&:•·r1ears

Thomasena ] . Jordan, Customer
Service Rep B, FC2... Jacqueline N.
McKenzie, Manager Senior Market
Products, GIL.. . Patricia A. Wil
liams, VP Claims Medicare A,
JMA... Robert P. Williams Jr.,
Agency Coordinator, FCL

eniiJIJl1�ars
William E. F/anerty, President, HOC.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida's Corporate Objectives
These are the company's
strategic objectives for 1991.
Plans and initiatives under,
taken this year should be in
support of one or more of these
objectives:
Excellent Service
We will provide to our
customers predictable, under,
standable, hassle,free service
that is consistent with their
expectations at purchase and
that minimizes the need for
customer involvement with
payment to providers.
Financial Strength
We will maintain Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida as a
financially strong and competi,
tive organization.
Market Share
We will attain dominant
private market share consistent
with financial soundness,
delivery of superior service and
our overall provider strength.
National Association
We will support a strong,
effective national organization
of plans.
Organizational Effectiveness
We will develop and maintain
an effective, highly motivated
and prcxiuctive organization.
Provider Relationships
We will create sustainable
competitive advantage through
effective business relationships
with providers.
Public Understanding
We will gain public and
governmental understanding,
acceptance and support of
corporate policies, programs
and actions.

New
Employees
We welcome the following new
employees - hired through
September 1 5 and noted by their

job title and location - to Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida:

Kelly F. Alfaron, Customer Service
Rep B., FCl... Cyrenthia P. Ander,
son, Claims Data Entry Clerk, FC2...
Kendall A. Armstrong, Customer
Service Rep B, FCl.. . Bonnie I. Bass,
Secretary A, HOC. .. Kai/ah D.
Bates, Internal Auditor I EDP,

E. Collins, ITL ... Midge L. Colombo,
PBO Training & Development

Specialist, FC2 ... Theresa L . Combs,

Customer Service Rep B, GNV ...

Carol C . Cox, Public Relations
Technician, HOC . .. George C.
Cross, III, Regional Tearn Facilita,
tor, FCl... Shervonne L. Cross,

Claims Examiner B, JMA... Danese
L. Dan, Claims Service Rep

Trainee, FCl. . . Charles E. Debaecke,
Safety & Security Trainee, HOC...

Shelia D. Duke, Image Entry

Bradley, Safety & Security Trainee,
HOC. .. Marilyn K. Burron, Provider
Education Specialist, JMA . . . Melissa
J . Cain, Internal Auditor II EDP,

attended their rally at Freedom

Commerce Centre, he told them he

and his brothers and sisters had

been helped by United Way many

years before. He told employees:

''Think about what you can give,

Exline, Operation Analyst II,

Felton, Customer Service Rep B,

Bowers,Hay, ACS Claims Service
Coordinator, GIL... Phyllis R .

When Larry Payne's employees

Human Resources, also spoke to

Claims Service Rep Trainee, FC2 ...

Entry Operator, HOC ... Fannie Y.

their own lives.

there are people in need."

JMA. .. James M. Felton, Customer

Paul T. Bourg, Claims Examiner B,
]MA ... Christine L. Bowen, Image

difference United Way made in

Victor L. Ephrem, Business Analyst,
HOC.. . Tammy M. Erwin, Image

Safety & Security Trainee, HOC. ..

W. Blackshear, Claims Data Entry

Jennifer M. Boone, Operation
Analyst II, JMA ... Joni A . Boren,
Customer Service Rep B, FCl...

shared personal stories about the

and give with your heart. Remem,

Entry Operator, HOC. .. Louis R .

Clerk, FC2... Teresia C. Bloodworth,

their division's rally and some

Operator, HOC... Emily]. Edwards,

HOC. . . Anthony J. Berrios, Safety &
Security Trainee, HOC... Barbara

Many vice presidents attended

Service Rep B. FCl... Kaos E.

FCl... Catherine S. Firment, Quality
Assurance Analyst, JMA. . . Shanda

M. Ford, Image Entry Operator,

ber that everywhere around you

Don Van Dyke, Direct Market

Operations, and Mike Johnson,

their employees at the rallies.

W. Charles Scott, Medicare;

Charlie Richards, Finance, Steve

Davis, Corporate Project Develop,

ment; Dave Dingfield, Information

Of employees who attended the rallies, 86 percent made donat

"Once people heard lhe mes
sage, Ibey understood lhe need,
and saw how Uniled Way has been
able 10 help those who need ii
most." - Tom Dunn,
campaign chairman

Systems & Operations; Bob

Lufrano, Medical Affairs, and J1

Discenza, Actuarial & Underw1

ing, attended the rallies with th
employees.

Walter Liptak, vice president of

Life Company Operations and pres

of Florida Combined Life, went om

HOC... Elizabeth A. Furry, Field

further - he donned an apron and

Service Representative, PEN ...

whipped up omelettes for his emplc

Ryan J. Glass, Claims Data Entry
Clerk, FC2. . . Marlene R . Greaux,

as they attended a breakfast rally he
the �L offices.

Safety & Security Trainee, HOC...

"Now that's visible managem

Patrice]. Gutentag, Health Industry
Analyst, UBM ... Joesph]. G!.tthart,
Senior Market Research Analyst,
GIL. . . Rita M. Hazlip, Claims

support," says Morris.

Another measure of support is

fact that participation in the Kee

HOC... Wanda L. Campbell, Claims

Examiner B, JMA... Teres A.

Club more than doubled this yea1

F. Canavan, Shipping Clerk A,

FC2... Ivonne Hernandez, Secretary

are invited to join the Keel Club

sor Medicare A. Claims, JMA. . .

Provider Relations Coordinator

Service Rep Trainee, FC2 . . . Timothy

HOC... Deanna L. Carey, Supervi,

Helms, Customer Service Rep B,
A, FCL. .. Linda N. Hilton, UR/

Karen J . Chamblee, Secretary A,

HMO, TAM... Timothy L.

Accounting Specialist, FC2. . . Mark

Trainee, HOC... Roberta W.

HOC... Melisa A. Clark, Group

�

Management employees at BCB�
are asked to make donations com

mensurate with their salaries. Thi
year, thirty employees made con□

Holderman, Safety & Security

butions of $1,000 or more. ■

Sixty-three rallies were held around the state to raise funds for United Way .

�

helps, they give generously," says

IFFERENCE

,yees exceed United Way

tallied, but early numbers

most."

ign is the company's most

5 6 member agencies located in

:ollected and pledges still are
te that the 1992 United Way

able to help those who need it

rallies held around the state.

'We also tried to make the

rallies more fun - I think that

employees for their time and

know just how much we appreciate

their donation. We're very proud of
what we've been able to accom

United Way provides funding to

plish. By working together, we

really made a difference. I think it's

Jacksonville, and hundreds of

just great! "

ar," says campaign chairman

Brothers/Big Sisters, Boys and Girls

also has been a big boost for us,"

10re than halfway through

Centers, Learn To Read and

,ful ever.

rr goal was to raise $300,000
)unn. "We met that goal a

npaign.

tlen all is said and done, we
to raise approximately

00 in employee contribu� also had goals for increased
,ee participation and

"Visible management support

others around the state. Big

Jeannette T. Jenkins, Secretary A,
HOC ... Gloria]. Jones, Claims
Service Rep Trainee,

HOC . . . Kathleen]. O'Brien,

Operation Analyst II, JMA. . .

FC I,John F. Kall,

Statistical Research

Associate, FCl... Joseph

Specialist, HOC. . . Frederika

Mario E. Roiz, MIA. . . Lori E . Sauls,
Control Clerk A, HOC . . .
Claire B , Schuster,
Training & Development
Specialist, HOC. . .
Marcella M. Sherrer,
HOC. . . Alicia Sierra�
Reyes, Auditor II, JPO ...

A. Kohmescher, Opera

tion Analyst II, JMA. . .

Lucretia E. Smart, Claims
Data Entry Clerk, FC2 . . .

Richard J . Kolaska,
Accounting Analyst B,

TMP ... Carole K.
Lampke, Claims Service

Rosie M . Sparks, Cus
tomer Service Rep B,
FCl . . . John M. Stevens,

Rep Trainee, FCl.. .

Clubs, Episcopal Child Day Care

Kimberly A . Lawhorn,
Claims Data Entry Clerk,

Volunteer Jacksonville are just a

team captains. They attended the

Control Clerk A,

United Way funding.

of the agencies supported by United

Supervisor Med B

HOC. .. Winona S. Suttles,

HOC. . . Tiffany L.

Donna J. Valiante, Secretary
A, FC1.. . Kathryn L. Vincent,
Claims Examiner B, JMA . . .

few of the agencies that depend on
"When employees realize how

effectively their donations are used,

and how much their contribution

vice presidents were asked to be

training luncheon and visited some

FC2 . . . Thomas W. Stumfels,

Safety & Security Trainee,

HOC. . . Major G. Sublett,

Safety & Security Trainee,

HOC. . . Kiser C. Lewis,

Claims Processing,

Employee response was dramatic."

Lowery, Claims

made a tremendous difference.

Customer Service Rep B,

FC2 ... Regina A. Lesesne,

Way funds. Their participation

Data Entry Operator, FC2 ...

Data Entry Clerk,
FC2. . . Patricia B.

Luckie, Medical
Underwriter I, FC2 . . .
Naomi L . Maness,
Operation Analyst II,
]MA . . . Patricia A.

,ee.
1

Renshaw, Dental Analyst, FC2. . .
David E . Rice, Systems Analyst I ,
Seako Conv&Dvlp, HTF . . .

Operator, HOC . .. Charles B.

says Dunn. ''This year, all divisional

ied levels of giving per
!

Newsom, Claims Examiner B,
]MA . . . Glenda M. Nichols,
Commercial Travel Coordinator,

Debbie B . Huie, Project Specialist
ER & Employment, HOC ...

attention, and we wanted them to

and saw how United Way has been

Data Entry Clerk, FC2 . . .

campaign and organized the 63

who coordinated the United Way

message, they understood the need,

:,yee pledge cards still are

James J. Plude, Employee Relations

]MA. .. Latasha T. Hughes, Claims

helped. We really wanted to thank

Dunn. "Once people heard the

Jackie E . Morris, Image Entry

Karen Morris, Employee Relations,

tion of overwhelming need, says

tising campaign goals

Hudgins, Operations Analyst II,

ve exceeded all our goals,"

mn.

'.mployees who attended the
86 percent made pledges of

McQueen, Section Leader
VII, HOC. .. Susan]. Miller, Sr

al support. The average gift

ployee increased from $48 to

Systems Analyst, HOC. .. Donna H.

1an $100.

Montgomery, Customer Service Rep
B, FC2 ... Charles B. Moore Jr.,
Safety & Security Trainee, HOC. ..

at made this campaign so
ful?

Linda L. Morgan, Claims Service

ell-coordinated campaign,

:tive message, and a recogni-

Tam Dunn shows "what's behind box number 1 . "

�

Rep Trainee, FC2 . . .

Stephanie T . Palmer, Claims
Examiner B, JMA. .. Shery l L.

Parker, Customer Service Rep B,
FCl... Tonya M. Pauly, Customer
Service Rep B, FCl. .. Catherine M.
Pierce, Claims Service Rep Trainee,
FEP Claims, FCl. .. Rafael Pillot,
Customer Service Rep B, FCl.. .

�

Sharon L . Waldeck, Secretary A, HOC . . .
Tasha L . Watson, Claims
Data Entry Clerk, FC2...
Cynthia S. Williams,
Customer Service Rep B,
FC I. ..]uanita S. Williams, Claims
Data Entry Clerk, FC2,

Phillip M. Wilson, Safety & Security
Trainee, HOC. . . Rachel A. Wood,
Control Clerk A, HOC ...
Wasihun T. Wubie, Research Clerk
B, FCl. ■

Members of the Governor's Health
Care Work Group

Joseph A. Affronti, self-employed,
Temple Terrace
Patricia T. Bean, Senior Assistant
County Administrator, Tampa
Ann Blakeley, president,
Earth Resources O:nporation, Ocoee
George L. Campbell, vice president,
Florida Power Corporation,
St Petersburg
Dr. Leighwn E. Cluff, VA distinguished
physician and UF health policy advisor,
Gainesville
Carlos A. del Portal, supervisor of
employee benefits, UTC/Pratt &
Whitney, Palm Beach Gardera
William E. Flaherty, president and CEO,
BCBSF, Jacksonville
John H. French, attomey, Haben,
Culpepper, Dunbar & French,
T�e
James B. Hall, retired, Tampa
Ronald F. Lipton., attomey, executive
director ofJohnnie Ruth Clarke Health
Center, North Redington Beach
Marshall Litvak, retired, Coral Gables
Jane Lohmeier, director of employee
benefits, The Racal Corporation,
Sunrise
William H. Mauk, chief executive,
Intermediate Group, John Alden
Life Insurance, Miami
Charles B. McIntosh, M.D.,
private practice, Jacksonville
Edward C. Peddie, president & CEO,
Santa Fe HealthCare, Inc., Gainesville
Frank V. Sacco, CEO, South Broward
Ho,pital District, Hollywood
Ree Sailors, president & CEO,
Aorida Health Access Corporation,
Tallaha.5.5ee
RamonaD. Shedraff, retired,
Boca Raton
Rudy Thornberry, senior vice president,
Florida Title Industries, Lakeland
Jessie Trice, president & CEO, Miami
Robert E. Windom, M.D., health care
consultant, Sara5ota

continued from page 3
So while we need to do all we
can to influence activities at a
national level, we see the most
value in concentrating our energies
at the state level. This means
getting involved with the
Governor's Health Care Work
Group, working to inform legisla
tors about the issues that affect
their constituents, continuing to
promote the value of a managed
care approach to controlling costs,
and so on.
What does public policy mean for

employees?
At some level, public policy issues
affect each employee.
Because the issues of cost, access

lower costs through negotiated
provider arrangements and utiliza
tion controls.
Employees also can serve as

advocates for wellness and managed
care by being informed consumers
and helping their friends and family

understand how their lifestyles

affect the cost and use of medical
services.

What should BCBSF employees

expect from the Public Policy
Steering Committee?

Four things. Our most immediate
need is to support Mr. Flaherty and

his involvement on the Governor's
Health Care Work Group. We
have an opportunity to influence
the Work Group's recommendation

and quality are such an integral part
of our business, anything that
affects these has a significant
impact on our business. Employees

to the governor, which is due in
January, 1992.

of the issues, and what could

upcoming legislative session.

need to be aware of the significance
happen with adverse legislation or
with a move toward more govern
ment intervention.
On a personal level, employees

-- by their own behavior and
lifestyle choices ,, have an impact.
When they adopt healthier
lifestyles, quit smoking, control

their alcohol consumption, eat a
low-fat, low-cholesterol diet,

exercise and select a managed care
program for their health care needs,
they are, in effect, working to
control health care costs.
Managed care programs such as
our health maintenance organiza

tion and our preferred provider

organization have been proven to

�

FROM THE TOP

Secondly, we will develop sound

public policy proposals that can
influence legislators during the

Employees also can expect from
us communications that will help
them understand the company's
public policy positions so they can
use this information in their

corporate planning and discuss the

issues intelligently with friends,
family and neighbors.

Finally, we expect to be prepared

to explain our positions to inter

ested groups: legislators, regulators,
providers and the general public.
All this information should be
shared with the organization early
next year. ■

Defining
Public Policy
Editor's Note: BCBSF's focus on

public policy issues has intensified in
the. last few months. New members
have been added w the company's
Public Policy Steering Committee and
the.ir meeting schedule has been stepped
up w allow them time to develop and
update public policy positions. Their
work will be instrumental in guiding
the company through planning for the

future, but more immediately, the.y' ll
be offering support to BCBSF
President William E. Flaherty, who
was asked by Governor Lawton Chiles
to serve on the governor's Health Care
Work Group. This 2 1-member group
of influential leaaers from around the.
state is charged with studying and
shaping the future of health care in
Florida.
To understand the significance of
the issues that face the state, the
industry and our company, we talked
to Dave Llewellyn, Public Policy
Issues director for BCBSF.

What are some of the most

Recognizing the severity of the
problem, Blue Cross and Blue

The most significant concerns are
about cost, access to and quality of

update and, in some cases, develop

pressing Public Policy issues?

health care. As health care costs
continue to rise, more people are
unable to afford insurance or
medical care itself.

Shield of Florida is working to

public policy positions that are
good for the people of Florida, and
that are consistent with the
company's goals and objectives.

Members of the BCBSF Public Policy Steering Committee
Tom Albright, senior VP and Chief Marketing Executive
Ernie Brodsky, VP, Product Management
Bruce Davidson, VP, Government Programs, committee chair
Carl Demery, VP, Financial Planning & Performance Reporting
Mike Hightower, VP, Government & Legislative Relations
Paul Jennings, VP, Direct Markets
Catherine Kelly, director, Public Relations
Dave Llewellyn, director, Public Policy Issues
Ken Otis, executive VP, Marketing & Health Care Services
Tom Stanley, VP, Cost Containment
Key contributors to Public Policy position development:
Carl Homer, Professional Health Care programs
Randy Kammer, Assistant General Counsel
Steven Smith, Government & Legislative Relations

The people who are most

involved in developing these p,
policy positions are the membe
the Public Policy Steering Corr
tee.

The last time the company
updated its public policy positic
was in 1984. At that time, we
established our focus on compe

tive versus regulatory approach,
health care, and affirmed our cc
as a managed care company.
Obviously, the health care
environment has changed since
then, and the company has und

gone changes as well, but our fc
is still on the value of a cornpet

approach and the value of mane
care approaches to controlling

health care costs.
As a leader in the health car,
industry, we have the experienc
and the responsibility to work
toward solutions to the problem
access to and quality of health c
Are we doing any work at the

national level?

Yes, but the focus is at the st:

level, because it's more likely th

health care reform will happen :

the state level than at the natio1
level - mostly for funding reasc

There really isn't the budget for
funding the dramatic changes

required to move to a national
health insurance system, such a�
one that now operates in Canad

continued on pa�
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POSTSCRIPT

Motivation
Lamentation

By Rejeanne Davis Ashley

In the cramp of time between
corporate planning and The

Holidays ( which arguably begin as
early as Labor Day ) , it seems only

fair that the work load should ease.
But who said life is fair?

To add to our woes, the weather
has changed. The nights are cool

and long; the days are sunny and
splendid. There are festivals and

football games, parties and picnics,
all kinds of wonderful activities

begging for our attention.
Couldn't we take work outside?

I'm waiting for the day our bosses
tap into their latent teacher genes

and problem solving, it might

behoove us to enhance our capacity
for fun as well.
Of course I do not mean play,
exactly, just making work more fun

- a kind of Seven-Dwarfian
approach.

A whistle-while-you-work
mentality makes a tremendous

difference. Not only does it make
you feel better, it also offers you a

feeling of control. If you are faced
with situations that promise to be
Character Building Experiences,
isn't it great to be able to say you
survived them with a smile?
(I'm trying to convince myself as

much as anyone else.)
In the weeks ahead, we all have

so much to accomplish, with the

and proclaim that it is simply too
beautiful outdoors for us to be

added element of preparing for
fabulous festivities with our
families.
Perhaps what we need, more

several times, but to my amaze
ment, no one seems willing to go

tion as big as the World Series, as
sizable as a Lotto jackpot, as

indoors.
In fact, I've suggested this

out on this kind of nature-loving

limb.

Apparently, fun is meant to stop
just when we are old enough to
truly appreciate it.
Hmmm.

When was this decision made ?
Do we now have the opportunity to
revisit it?

As our company moves toward

more participative decision making

than a quick fix of fresh air and
sunshine, is a measure of motiva

significant as the season that fast

approaches.
We can do it! We can finish all
our tasks, calm every crisis, over
come every obstacle!
We are wonderful and wise and

completely energized!
Whew.
I feel better now.

Back to work.
With a smile.

■
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CHRISTMAS

DREAMS COME TRUE

December 13,
7:30 p.m.
December 14,
2 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Civic Auditorium
Little Theatre
Price of admission
is one toy per ticket.
Help make a child's
Christmas dreams
come true!
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1 11 . Can you afford to have your car stolen?
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✓ Can you afford a new car?
✓ Will your insurance pay for a rental car?
✓ Can you rely on public transportation to get to work, school,
social events?
✓ Do you like asking others for a ride?
✓ Can you afford the time to talk to the police, haggle with your insurance
company, and shop for a new car?
The time it would take you to be careful greatly outweighs what it would cost
you if your car were stolen.

Lock your car and pocket the key- even ifyou'll be gone only a few minutes.
A message from
the National Crime Prevention Council
in partnership with ADT.
Provided by:

Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida's Safety and
Security Department

© 1986 National Crime Prevention Council. Permission granted to reproduce for educational purposes, not for sale.

As the 1 992 United Way fundr
record-setting close, we take another look at why
It's Good To Have The Blues Behind United Way

